TRALINET Center Files Collection

The TRADOC Library and Information Network (TRALINET) Center collection is a processed, open collection containing the file folders relating to the operation of the TRALINET Center located at Fort Monroe, Virginia. The TRALINET Center mission when it was established in 1978 was to develop, test and implement the necessary ADP systems, data base interfaces, library procedures and policies which served to integrate TRADOC libraries into one command-wide, full-service library/information network. The TRALINET Center initially offered centralized acquisitions, automation, and shared cataloging support from a central office to support TRADOC's 45 library systems serving school, technical, and MWR missions.

The TRADOC Library and Information Network still exists to date which is the 43 library systems within TRADOC but the TRALINET Center, the operational arm of those libraries, disbanded in 1994 during the downsizing of the military. Among its accomplishments were centralized budgetary support for libraries, exporting automation early and effectively, and maximizing scarce resources (dollars, people, and time) to accomplish mission more effectively. The TRALINET Center also provided centralized intern training for about 100 librarian interns during its existence.

Included in the collection are papers and information about the Army Library Committee, TRADOC Management and Engineering (TRAMEA) and the Army Library Management Office.

Listings of Materials

Box 1

1c. OFFICE INSPECTIONS AND SURVEYS


1jj. REFERENCE PUBLICATIONS

TRALINET Memorandums

1w. OFFICE GENERAL PERSONNEL FILES

Personnel changes

1w. OFFICE GENERAL PERSONNEL FILES

James H. Byrn's retirement

Directory of Electronic Mail in Army Libraries

1-1m. CONFERENCES
Army Library Institute Standing Operating Procedures

ALI Themes

1-1m. CONFERENCES

Army Library Institute 1983

1-1m. CONFERENCES

Army Library Institute, 9th Annual, 18-22 August 1986

1-1m. CONFERENCES

Army Library Institute 1988 and 1989

1-1m. CONFERENCES

Army Library Institute 1990

1-1m. CONFERENCES

Army Library Institute 1991

1-1m. CONFERENCES

Army Library Institute 1997

1-1m. CONFERENCES

CONRAC School Librarians' Workshop, 18-20 April and DA Library Director's Informal Visit, Fort Eustis, 21 April 1972

1-1m. CONFERENCES

Military Librarians Workshop, 34th Annual, 9-12 October 1990

1-1m. CONFERENCES

TRALINET Workshop, June 1984

5-5a. MANAGEMENT SURVEY CASES

Feasibility study for Establishment of USSOCOM Technical Library & Information Center (TLIC), 1988
5-10a. PROGRAM BRIEFINGS
TRALINET Briefings, 1982

5-10a. PROGRAM BRIEFINGS
TRALINET Briefings, 1983-84

5-10a. PROGRAM BRIEFINGS
TRALINET Briefings, 1985-86

5-10a. PROGRAM BRIEFINGS
TRALINET Briefings, 1987-88

5-10a. PROGRAM BRIEFINGS
TRALINET Briefings, 1989-90

5-10a. PROGRAM BRIEFINGS
TRALINET Briefings, 1991-92

5-10a. PROGRAM BRIEFINGS
TRALINET Briefings, 1993-94

5-10a. PROGRAM BRIEFINGS
TRALINET Briefings, 1995-96

5-10a. PROGRAM BRIEFINGS
TRALINET Briefings, 1997-98

5-10b. OPERATING PROGRAM PROGRESS REPORT
TRALINET 1st Annual Report, 1 Oct 1978 through 30 September 1979

5-20a. COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY PROGRAMS
Contracting out libraries, 1979-80

5-20a. COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY PROGRAMS
Contracting out libraries, 1981-82

5-20a. COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY PROGRAMS

Contracting out libraries, 1983
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5-20a. COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY PROGRAMS

Contracting out libraries, 1984 (1st half)

5-20a. COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY PROGRAMS

Contracting out libraries, 1984 (2nd half)

5-20a. COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY PROGRAMS

Contracting out libraries, 1985-1988

5-20a. COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY PROGRAMS

Contracting out libraries, 1989-1998

(No activity from 1992 and 1997)

25-1. LIBRARY AUTOMATION

Functional requirements for Army Library Automation

25-1. LIBRARY AUTOMATION

FY85-FY92 Automation plan briefing

25-1. LIBRARY AUTOMATION

TRALINET Union List of Periodicals (TULIP)

25-1. LIBRARY AUTOMATION

BOOKORDER: The TRALINET Program for ordering and cataloging books, March 1998

25-1. CATALOGING

Cost estimate for TRALINET Database Development (OCLC cataloging records)
25-1. LIBRARY MANAGEMENT
Government shutdown and furlough of Nov 1995

25-1. LIBRARY MANAGEMENT
Library construction

25-1. LIBRARY MANAGEMENT
Contemporary Military Reading Program

25-1. LIBRARY MANAGEMENT
Regulatory Guidance Letter 1988

25-11 RECORDS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
TRALINET forms

25-30mm PUBLICATION RECORD SET
AR 25-1 historical set

25-30mm PUBLICATION RECORD SET
DA Pam 25-96 historical set

25-30mm PUBLICATION RECORD SET
TRADOC Reg 1-2, TRADOC Library System

600-8-3. POSTAL
All postal issues concerning libraries

600-690. CAREER MANAGEMENT
Library classification guides, 1966

690-950 CAREER MANAGEMENT
Brochures, librarian career program

690-950 CAREER MANAGEMENT
Statistics, librarian career program

690-950 CAREER MANAGEMENT

ACCES and ACTEDS

690-950 CAREER MANAGEMENT

Regulations, librarian career program

735-17. LIBRARY PROPERTY ACCOUNTS

Serial numbers for library property accounts

735-17. PUBLICATION RECORD SET

AR 735-17 historical set

870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE

Implementation of TRALINET 1&2

870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE

Creation of TRALINET Center

870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE

Realignment of TRALINET as a division of DCSBOS CFAD, Mar 1992

870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE

Phase I evaluation survey, 1980

870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE

Studies, Ft. Sill, 1988

870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE

TRALINET, ref 1981

870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE

Draft for 2nd Annual TRALINET report
870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE
1984 - Letters of support for TRALINET

870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE
Regulation guidance and policy, 1992

870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE
1979-80 TRALINET info pamphlets

870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE
1980 TRALINET planning files
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870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE
School model 83
School model 89
DA Centralized Book Buying
TRALINET Acquisitions
Surveys and Memos
FY83
FY84

International Military & Defense Encyclopedia 1992 agreement establishing TRALINET acquisitions FY 79-84
Reclaimed to OPARC on acquisitions FY85
TRALINET acquisitions FY85-90
Serials, LIPOCS functional system requirement
LIPULS inventory of serials
Resource management FY81-83
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870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE

Resource Management FY86-92

FY89 Budget Battle

FY89 Budget Battle brief charts

Shared Cataloging

FY83

870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE

TRADOC management

DCSPAL management study team 1989-

870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE

Training

Orkand Library Training video 1993

870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE

TRADOC Management

Strategic vision 1998

870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE

Army Tactical & Operational Research Library (ATORL)

Consolidation 80-84

Documents Module FY83, FY87-89

Telecommunications

870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE
870. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
DCSPAL business meetings

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
DCSPAL business meetings

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
Military History Council 1985
Photographs

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
Military History Council 1987

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
Military History Council 1988

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
Military History Council 1991

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
Mission Essential Task List (METL) 1991

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
TRALINET Center move from Bldg. 117 to Bldg. 5, 1994

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
Gifts and Donations - Clarification of AR 1-100

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
TRALINET weekly report

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
Gulf War - library support

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
Bosnia - library support

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
Realignment of libraries into the Information Mission Area (IMA), 1985-86
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870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
General Libraries - All bad news

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
General Libraries - Hours of operation

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
General Libraries - Fees, fines, etc.

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
General Libraries - Collections vs. Circulation

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
General Libraries - Closing installation libraries

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
TRADOC Management and Engineering Activities (TRAMEA) memorandums, 1983-84

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
TRADOC Management and Engineering Activities (TRAMEA) memorandums, 1985-86

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES

TRADOC Management and Engineering Activities (TRAMEA) memorandums, 1987-91

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES

TRADOC Management and Engineering Activities (TRAMEA) individual library applications

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES

TRADOC Management and Engineering Activities (TRAMEA) definitions, rebuttals, drafts

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES

TRADOC Management and Engineering Activities (TRAMEA) MS3 formula, academic libraries

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES

Army Library Management Office

Army Library Management Reporting System (ALMRS)

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES

Army Library Management Office (ALMO)

Newsletters

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES

Army Library Management Office (ALMO)

Directory of Army Libraries 1982

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES

Army Library Management Office (ALMO)

Directory of Army Libraries 1983

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
DA Library Office established, Ann Parham appointed as DA Librarian, Dec 1998
Army Library Committee 1991-1992 2nd half

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
Army Library Committee 1993-1994

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
Army Library Committee 1995

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
Army Library Committee

Army Library Committee loses its charter, 1995

870. GENERAL HISTORICAL ACTIVITIES
Army Library Steering Committee

Proposed merger of Army education and libraries, 1997

870-5a. ORGANIZATIONAL HISTORIES

History of Fort Monroe Libraries (A speech given at the Fort Monroe Club, 2 March 1999)


Photographs

TRADOC Libraries and staff